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BART Presents
Monty Python’s “Spamalot”

January 10-12, Adams, MA — Berkshire Arts and Technology (BART) Charter Public School’s Drama Department is presenting Monty Python’s “Spamalot” January 10 and 11 at 7:00 p.m. and January 12 at 2:00 p.m. at the School, One Commercial Street, Adams, MA 01220.

Tickets are on sale at https://bartspamalot.bpt.me/ or can be purchased at the door. They are $10 for adults and $5 for students.

Lovingly ripped off from the classic film comedy Monty Python and the Holy Grail, Monty Python’s “Spamalot” retells the legend of King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table. The outrageous, uproarious, and gloriously entertaining story will delight audiences as they search for the Holy Grail and always look on the bright side of life. Books and lyrics are by Eric Idle, music by John Du Prez and Eric Idle.

BART is a nationally recognized, award-winning, tuition-free public middle and high school focused on preparing students for college. To date, 100% of BART’s graduates have passed a college course and have been accepted into college prior to graduation. In 2019, BART was recognized by MassLive Media as #2 among all Massachusetts high schools in college placement. BART does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, disability, sexual orientation, or gender identity.
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